Find the t's in the saw:  

Downstroke pattern

Trace the head and body letters.

Well done. Keep trying hard

Trace, then copy. Don’t forget to draw the seahorses.

Tomatoes taste

Tomatoes taste

Terrific!

Terrific!
I like to play

I like to play

I am a girl.
1 Colour one half of each shape.

2 Circle the shapes that are divided equally into halves.

3 Show some ways to divide a square into halves.
1 Trace over the shapes.
2 Colour each shape the same colour as its matching tag.

**Beautiful Neat Work Shaun**

3 Tick all the triangles and put dots on all the squares.

**Fantastic Shaun**
Making shapes

1. Construct these shapes on geoboards.
2. Draw the same shapes on the large squares below.

a

b

c

d

THANK YOU

Great

TOP STUFF!

excellent

STAR Player!
I go to school.

I love your picture Olive

My truck is little.

Cool! You are clever Nigel

Great illustration! Great work!
Addition combinations to ten

1. Use the ten frames to help you complete the number sentences

   a. \[ 9 + 1 = 10 \]

   b. \[ 8 + 2 = 10 \]

   c. \[ 3 + 7 = 10 \]

   d. \[ 6 + 4 = 10 \]

   e. \[ 5 + 5 = 10 \]

   f. \[ 6 + 4 = 10 \]

2. Find the missing number in each number sentence.

   a. \[ 6 + \_ = 10 \]

   b. \[ 3 + 7 = \_ \]

   c. \[ \_ + 4 = 10 \]
Bill duck rock hand
add truck black band
and rock sick
landrock lick
sand clock sock
A pleasure
to mark your
lovely neat work

I am a boy.

Kaleb

I am a boy.
Colour the parts of the seahorse that show where the letter L sits.
Circle your best 1 and L.

THANK YOU

Neat Work Keira

Wonderful

THANK YOU

Beautiful Presentation

Each the pictures of the Tall family.

TOP STUFF!
My Dog

* Read the passage below and then complete the sentences by placing the most appropriate word FROM THE WORDLIST PROVIDED in the gaps left in the passage.

My Dog — A Poem

Some dogs {1}fluffy.

Some dogs are hairy.

Some {2}dogs are cuddly

Some dogs are scary.

{3}dogs like running.

Some dogs like {4}walking.

Some dogs like swimming.

Some dogs {5}like stalking.

But the best dog of {6}is the one that I know.

My {7}dog goes with me

Wherever I go!

Wordlist

dogs
walking

Some dog like

excellent

Great

I love your

Katrina.

work

Well
done

I love your picture
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1. Write the number sentences to add the groups. The first one is done for you:

   a. 4 + 3 = 7
   b. 5 + 3 = 8
   c. 5 + 4 = 9
   d. 4 + 4 = 8
   e. 5 + 2 = 7
   f. 6 + 3 = 9
   g. 5 + 5 = 10
   h. 6 + 4 = 10

2. Draw dots on each side of the domino then write a number sentence to describe it.

   5 + 2 = 7
Excellent Work Jackson

11-31
hand clock sock

add band neck

and duck black

land truck sick

sand rock lick

Thank you

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

1-3-11
hand rack sock

add band neck

clock

and duck black

Thank you

You are clever Isaiah

Thank you
Find the 1's.

Trace these downstroke letters.

Trace, then copy.

Lazy lizards lick lime lollipops.

Keep trying.